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Abstract Surrogate-based optimization proceeds in cycles. Each cycle consists of analyz-
ing a number of designs, fitting a surrogate, performing optimization based on the surrogate,
and finally analyzing a candidate solution. Algorithms that use the surrogate uncertainty
estimator to guide the selection of the next sampling candidate are readily available, e.g.,
the efficient global optimization (EGO) algorithm. However, adding one single point at a
time may not be efficient when the main concern is wall-clock time (rather than number of
simulations) and simulations can run in parallel. Also, the need for uncertainty estimates
limits EGO-like strategies to surrogates normally implemented with such estimates (e.g.,
kriging and polynomial response surface). We propose the multiple surrogate efficient global
optimization (MSEGO) algorithm, which adds several points per optimization cycle with the
help of multiple surrogates. We import uncertainty estimates from one surrogate to another
to allow use of surrogates that do not provide them. The approach is tested on three analytic
examples for nine basic surrogates including kriging, radial basis neural networks, linear
Shepard, and six different instances of support vector regression. We found that MSEGO
works well even with imported uncertainty estimates, delivering better results in a fraction
of the optimization cycles needed by EGO.
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1 Introduction

In design optimization, surrogates (also known as metamodels or response surface approx-
imations) are used to replace costly simulations of engineering systems. Surrogate-based
optimization progresses in cycles. Each optimization cycle consists of running a number
of expensive simulations, fitting a surrogate to the collected data, using the surrogate to
search for a candidate optimum, and finally analyzing that design. References [1–6] provide
excellent reviews on the topic.

Modern surrogate-based optimization strategies use both the prediction and the uncer-
tainty estimates offered by surrogates (e.g., kriging and polynomial response surface) to
select the next sampling point for an expensive simulation. For example, the efficient global
optimization (EGO) algorithm [7] models the objective function as a random variable. For
a minimization problem, EGO selects the next point to be sampled by maximizing the ex-
pected improvement (i.e., reduction) in the objective function over the present best solu-
tion. EGO favors global optimization because it includes information about the uncertainty
in the objective function surrogate (there are other EGO-like algorithms in the literature
[8,9]).

Traditional implementations of EGO-like algorithms work with deterministic simulations
adding a single observation per cycle. However, opportunities for parallel computing, the
human effort associated with setting up simulations, and the fragility of some simulations
(i.e., they may abort) drive complex applications towards running multiple simulations per
cycle. On top of that, many applications take weeks to complete simulations, and only few
cycles are undertaken. In such cases it may pay to run multiple simulations concurrently
(at once) even if this increases the total number of simulations needed to reach the optimum
as compared to doing them one at a time.

Research on concurrent implementations of EGO has extended the expected improvement
to a version that returns the expected improvement when multiple points are added to the data
set (rather than a single point) [10,11]. However, the optimization of the design of experi-
ments to maximize the multiple point expected improvement is computationally challenging
[13]. Alternatively, as discussed in [12], one can maximize the probability that the response
is bellow a target value. Multiple points per cycle are generated with different target values.
This approach is computationally appealing, but setting the targets can be a challenge.

In this paper, we propose a strategy to provide multiple points per cycle that is based on
the reported success of multiple surrogates for optimization [14–17]. We call it the multiple
surrogate efficient global optimization (MSEGO) algorithm. MSEGO uses a set of n surro-
gates to provide up to n points per cycle. In each cycle, MSEGO maximizes the expected
improvement of each surrogate of the set.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background nec-
essary for the development of the proposed approach. Section 3 introduces our method for
running the efficient global optimization algorithm with multiple surrogates. Sections 4 and
5 present the numerical experiments and the discussion of the obtained results, respectively.
Finally, Sect. 6 presents concluding remarks. There are also three appendices. Appendix A
describes the strategy for importing uncertainty estimates. Appendix B reviews basic con-
cepts on cross validation. Appendix C describes box plots (a visualization tool used in our
statistical analysis).
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2 Background

2.1 Efficient global optimization algorithm

We give an overview of the efficient global optimization (EGO) algorithm by Jones et al. [7].
EGO starts by constructing a kriging surrogate interpolating the initial set of data points.1

Kriging models the response of interest ψ(x) as a realization of a regression model F and a
stochastic process z [19,20]2

ψ(x) = F(β, x)+ z(x), (1a)

F(β, x) = fβ, and (1b)

E [z(w)z(x)] = σ 2
PV R (θ,w, x) , (1c)

where β are the regression coefficients and f is the regression vector. The stochastic process
is assumed to have mean zero, process variance σ 2

PV , and correlation model R (θ,w, x)
between z(w) and z(x) with parameters θ .

According to the kriging theory, the response can be estimated at a point x as

ŷ(x) = Fβ̂ + rT R−1
(

y− Fβ̂
)
, (2)

where F is the matrix of linear equations constructed using the regression function and the

experimental design, β̂ = (
FT R−1F

)−1
FT R−1y (generalized least square estimate of β),

R is the matrix correlations between z’s at design sites (i.e., for two given points of the
experimental design xi and x j , Ri j = R (

θ, xi, xj
)
), r is the vector of correlations between

the point x and the points of the experimental design, and y = [
y1 . . . yp

]T
is the vector of

the p current observations (which corresponds to the given experimental design, initially).
We can also estimate the kriging prediction variance

s2(x) = σ̂ 2
PV

[
1+ uT

(
FT R−1F

)−1
u− rT R−1r

]
, (3)

where the estimated process variance σ̂ 2
PV = (y−Fβ̂)R−1(y−Fβ̂)

p , u = FT R−1r − f , and

f = [
f1 . . . f p

]T
.

EGO iteratively adds points to the data set in an effort to improve upon the present best
sample yP BS . As defined by [7], the improvement at a point x is

I (x) = max (yP BS − Y (x), 0) , (4)

which is a random variable because kriging models the response y(x) as a realization of a
Gaussian process Y (x). Thus, the expected improvement E I (x) is the expectation of I (x)
(derivation found in [7])

E I (x) = (yP BS − y(x))×Φ
(

yP BS − ŷ(x)
s(x)

)
+ s(x)× φ

(
yP BS − ŷ(x)

s(x)

)
, (5)

1 There is no particular reason to restrict EGO to kriging. The only requirement is a surrogate with an uncer-
tainty model. If interpolation is desired, some implementations of radial basis functions [18] could also be
used. If interpolation is not a limitation (such as in experimental optimization), even the traditional polynomial
response surface could be used (in which case, one has to be aware that the same point might be sampled more
than once).
2 F as the mean of the observations together with a Gaussian process is very popular choice.
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whereΦ(.) and φ(.) are the cumulative density function (CDF) and probability density func-
tion (PDF) of a normal distribution, respectively, yP BS is the present best sample, ŷ(x) is
the kriging prediction, and s(x) is the prediction standard deviation (here estimated as the
square root of the kriging prediction variance3).

EGO iterates until a stopping criterion is met. Due to high computational cost of actual
simulations, it is common to use the maximum number of function evaluations as the stopping
criterion or the convergence rate of the objective function. Another alternative is to set a target
value for the expected improvement, meaning the next cycle is only carried if the expected
improvement is above a certain value [24, chap. 3]. EGO is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Efficient global optimization (EGO) algorithm
Require: initial data set (X,Y) with p points

repeat
fit kriging to available data (X,Y)
P← arg maxx E I (x) /* see Eq. 5 */
X← X ∪ P
Y← Y ∪ y(P)

until convergence
y� ← min(Y)
x� ← x ∈ X : y(x) = y�

return (x�, y�)

2.2 Sequential sampling with the expected improvement

Figure 1 illustrates two cycles of the efficient global optimization (EGO) algorithm. Figure 1a
shows the initial kriging model and the corresponding expected improvement E I (x). The
maximization of E I (x) adds x = 0.21 to the data set. In this cycle, the expected improve-
ment is maximal where the uncertainty is high, leading to exploration of the design space.
In the next cycle, EGO uses the updated kriging model shown in Fig. 1b. This time, the
maximization of E I (x) adds x = 0.75 to the data set. That is, the expected improvement is
maximal near the present best solution indicating a refinement or an exploitation cycle.

Differently from traditional surrogate-based strategies, in each cycle, EGO maximizes
the expected improvement instead of minimizing the surrogate prediction. The expected
improvement is cheap to evaluate; however, its shape can be far more complex than the sur-
rogate prediction. For example, Fig. 1 shows that while the kriging prediction ŷ(x) is smooth,
the E I (x) has discontinuities in slope and multiple humps. Thus, that maximizing E I (x) is
potentially much harder task than minimizing ŷ(x) (translating in need of robust optimizers
and considerable number of E I (x) evaluations—fortunately computationally cheap).

As advocated by the literature, one of the strong points of EGO is the balance between
exploration and exploitation. For a global optimization algorithm, this is not only desirable
but also necessary. Ideally, the algorithm is forced to explore the design space while trying
to find the region where the global optimum is.

3 Kriging uncertainty has been known to underestimate the actual error of the function due to the maximum
likelihood estimate of regression coefficients and correlation function parameters [21,22]. The interested reader
can learn from [23] how the quality of the uncertainty estimates influences the efficient global optimization
algorithm.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Cycles of the efficient global optimization (EGO) algorithm. The function y(x) = (6x − 2)2 ×
sin (2× (6x − 2)) [25] is initially sampled at x = [0 0.5 0.68 1]T . a Exploration cycle. b Exploitation cycle

3 Efficient global optimization algorithm with multiple surrogates

We propose the multiple surrogate efficient global optimization (MSEGO) algorithm, which
uses a set of n surrogates to provide up to n points per cycle. As summurized in Algorithm 2,
we maximize the expected improvement (Eq. 5) of each surrogate of the set in each cycle.
In terms of implementation, we could use:

– different instances of kriging created by changing the correlation function, for example.
In this case, each kriging model provides its own prediction and prediction variance used
to compute the expected improvement (Eq. 5); or

– a set of surrogates created based on different techniques—e.g., radial basis neural net-
works [26,27], linear Shepard interpolation [28,29], and support vector regression [30,
31]. This approach requires that these other surrogates provide uncertainty estimates,
and such estimates are often not readily available. However, we found that having exact
uncertainty estimates is not crucial, and one can get good sampling points by importing
error estimates from kriging and using them with all other surrogates [32] (Appendix A
details importation of uncertainty estimates). Here we demonstrate this shortcut.

Algorithm 2 Multiple surrogate efficient global optimization (MSEGO) algorithm
Require: initial data set (X,Y) with p points

repeat
fit set of n surrogates to available data (X,Y)
for i = 1 : n do

Pi ← arg maxx E I (x) /* using prediction and prediction variance of the ith
surrogate in Eq. 5 */

end for
X← X ∪ P
Y← Y ∪ y(P)

until convergence
y� ← min(Y)
x� ← x ∈ X : y(x) = y�

return (x�, y�)
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(c)

(a) (b)

Fig. 2 Global search with MSEGO and two surrogates. The function y(x) = (6x − 2)2 ×
sin (2× (6x − 2)) [25] is initially sampled at x = [0 0.5 0.68 1]T . a and b show how we select two
points for the next cycle. c shows the updated models. a Maximizing the expected improvement of
the kriging model. b Maximizing the expected improvement of the support vector regression model.
c Updated models after x = 0.19 and x = 0.77 are added to the set

For simplicity, we illustrate the approach with only two surrogates, kriging and support
vector regression (which imports the kriging uncertainty). The multiple surrogate efficient
global optimization (MSEGO) algorithm iteratively adds two points to the data set coming
from the individual maximization of the expected improvement of both surrogates. After
adding the new points to the existing data set, both surrogates are updated.

Figure 2 illustrates one cycle of the MSEGO algorithm with these two surrogates. Figure 2a
shows the initial kriging model and the corresponding expected improvement. The kriging
expected improvement is maximal at x = 0.19. Figure 2b shows the initial support vector
regression model and its expected improvement. Here, the the maximum is at x = 0.77. We
add both points and update the surrogates, as shown in Fig. 2c. This cycle favored exploration
since the suggested points are far apart.

If the two new points are close, they may instead accelerate the local search as illustrated
in Fig. 3. Figure 3a shows that maximizing the kriging expected improvement adds x = 0.68
to the data set. Figure 3b shows that the support vector regression suggests adding x = 0.82
to the data set. After adding both points, the surrogates are updated as shown in Fig. 3c.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 3 Local search with MSEGO and two surrogates. The function y(x) = (6x − 2)2 × sin (2× (6x − 2))
[25] is initially sampled at x = [0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1]T . a and b show how we select two points for the next cycle.
c shows the updated models. a Maximizing the expected improvement of the kriging model. b Maximizing the
expected improvement of the support vector regression model. c Updated models after x = 0.68 and x = 0.82
are added to the set

In MSEGO, we obtain different expected improvements for different surrogates. Even
though all the surrogates share the same uncertainty structure, Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate
that even small differences in the surrogate prediction can lead to significant differences in
the expected improvement. When kriging is an accurate surrogate, one could select multiple
local optima of the expected improvement. However, MSEGO provides an alternative for
cases in which kriging poorly fits the data.

In terms of implementation, we can use more surrogates than the number of points
requested per optimization cycle. We suggest that the chosen surrogates come from dif-
ferent techniques (as a way to generate diversity) and that a subset used for optimization is
selected according to global accuracy [33]. Here, we use the square root of the prediction
sum of squares P RE SSRM S for surrogate selection (see Appendix B for a review). When
computing P RE SSRM S , the prediction errors are estimated by constructing the surrogate
without some of the points and calculating the errors at these omitted points. This is repeated
to produce a vector of cross validation errors eX V . P RE SSRM S estimates the root mean
square error eRM S and it is computed as
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Table 1 Setup for the used surrogates

Surrogates Details

(1) krg Kriging model: constant trend function and Gaussian correlation.
θ0i = p1/nv , and 10−3 ≤ θi ≤ 2θ0, i = 1, 2, . . . , nv were used

(2) rbnn Radial basis neural network: goal = (0.5× ȳ)2 and spread = 1/3

(3) rbf Radial basis function: multiquadric basis function and spread = 2

(4) shep Linear Shepard model: subroutine LSHEP from SHEPPACK [29]

(5) svr-grbf-e-full Support vector regression: grbf and poly indicate the kernel function (Gauss-
ian and second order polynomial, respectively). “e” and “q” indicate the loss
functions (“e” for ε–insensitive and “q” for quadratic). ‘full” and “short”
refer to different values for the regularization parameter C and for the insen-
sitivity ε. Full adopts C = ∞ and ε = 1 × 10−4, while “short” uses
ε = σy/

√
p and C = 100 max | ȳ + 3σy |, | ȳ − 3σy |, where ȳ and σy

are the mean value and the standard deviation of the function values at the
design data, respectively [40]

(6) svr-grbf-e-short

(7) svr-grbf-q

(8) svr-poly-e-full

(9) svr-poly-e-short

(10) svr-poly-q

The DACE [34], MATLAB neural networks [35], RBF [36], SURROGATES [37], and SVM [38] toolboxes
were used to run the kriging, radial basis neural network, radial basis function, linear Shepard, and support
vector regression algorithms, respectively. In the used implementations, only kriging furnishes an uncertainty
estimate. When running MSEGO, all other surrogates import the kriging uncertainty. The interested
reader can certainly find other packages (e.g., those available at www.kernel-machines.org, www.
support-vectormachines.org, www.sumo.intec.ugent.be, the freely available companion code of [24], and
the DiceKriging and DiceOptim packages [39])

P RE SSRM S =
√

1

p
eX V

T eX V . (6)

Nevertheless, one does not need to be constrained by P RE SSRM S . That is, the important
point is selecting surrogates according to global accuracy. Additionally, we might want to
avoid points that are closer together than a given threshold for surrogates such as kriging that
suffer from ill conditioning in that case.

4 Numerical experiments

4.1 Set of surrogates

Table 1 details the different surrogates used during this investigation. In our implementation,
only kriging furnishes an uncertainty estimate. All other surrogates will import the uncertainty
estimate from kriging. Appendix A describes importation of uncertainty estimates.

4.2 Analytic examples

We employed the following benchmark problems to compare EGO and MSEGO without
having to worry about the computational cost of the objective function:

– Sasena function (2 variables, illustrated in Fig. 4)
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Fig. 4 Illustration of the Sasena function [41]

Table 2 Parameters used in the Hartman function

Function Parameters

Hartman3 B =
⎡
⎢⎣

3.0 10.0 30.0
0.1 10.0 35.0
3.0 10.0 30.0
0.1 10.0 35.0

⎤
⎥⎦ D =

⎡
⎢⎣

0.3689 0.1170 0.2673
0.4699 0.4387 0.7470
0.1091 0.8732 0.5547
0.03815 0.5743 0.8828

⎤
⎥⎦

Hartman6 B =
⎡
⎢⎣

10.0 3.0 17.0 3.5 1.7 8.0
0.05 10.0 17.0 0.1 8.0 14.0
3.0 3.5 1.7 10.0 17.0 8.0

17.0 8.0 0.05 10.0 0.1 14.0

⎤
⎥⎦

D =
⎡
⎢⎣

0.1312 0.1696 0.5569 0.0124 0.8283 0.5886
0.2329 0.4135 0.8307 0.3736 0.1004 0.9991
0.2348 0.1451 0.3522 0.2883 0.3047 0.6650
0.4047 0.8828 0.8732 0.5743 0.1091 0.0381

⎤
⎥⎦

y(x) = 2+ 0.01
(
x2 − x2

1

)2 + (1− x1)
2 + 2 (2− x2)

2 +
7 sin (0.5x1) sin (0.7x1x2) ,

0 ≤ x1 ≤ 5, and 0 ≤ x2 ≤ 5. (7)

– Hartman functions (3 and 6 variables) [42]

y(x) = −
4∑

i=1

ai exp

⎛
⎝−

m∑
j

bi j
(
x j − di j

)2

⎞
⎠, (8)

0 ≤ x j ≤ 1, and j = 1, . . . ,m. (9)

We use Hartman3 and Hartman6, with 3 and 6 variables, respectively. For both a =
[1.0 1.2 3.0 3.2] and other parameters are given in Table 2.
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Table 3 EGO setup for the analytic test problems

Setup Sasena Hartman3 Hartman6

Points in the initial experimental design 12 20 56

Maximum number of optimization cycles 6 10 14

Number of function evaluations running EGO with kriging (1 point per cycle) 6 10 14

Maximum number of function evaluations running EGO with 5 surrogates
(5 points per cycle)

30 50 70

Maximum number of function evaluations running EGO with 10 surrogates
(10 points per cycle)

60 100 140

Surrogates with small P RE SSRM S are chosen to pair with kriging. The SURROGATES toolbox of [37] was
used to run EGO and MSEGO algorithms

To average out the influence of the initial data set, we repeat the experiments with 100 dif-
ferent Latin hypercube designs [43]. The experimental designs are created by the MATLAB®

Latin hypercube function lhsdesign [35], set with the “maxmin” option with 1, 000 iterations.
We start sampling Sasena, Hartman3, and Hartman6 with 12, 20, and 56 points, respec-

tively. Then, we let EGO run for six, ten, and fourteen cycles for Sasena, Hartman3, and
Hartman6 functions, respectively. We run MSEGO algorithm with five and ten surrogates
(with one of them being kriging). Given the experimental design, we select the surrogates that
will assist kriging based on P RE SSRM S . We pair kriging with the surrogates with smallest
P RE SSRM S . In each cycle, we add at most the same number of points as the number of sur-
rogates (that is five, or ten points per cycle but avoiding repeated points) until the maximum
number of optimization cycles is reached (e.g., six and ten for the Sasena and the Hartman3
functions, respectively). Full details are given in Table 3.

4.3 Optimizing the expected improvement

We use the population based differential evolution to maximize the expected improvement
(Eq. 5) at each cycle. Differential evolution (DE) [45,44] solves unconstrained global opti-
mization problems of continuous variables. Like most population based algorithms, in DE,
candidate solutions are taken from the population of individuals and recombined to evolve
the population to the next DE iteration. At each DE iteration, new candidate solutions are
generated by the combination of individuals chosen from the current population (this is also
referred to as “mutation” in the DE literature). The new candidate solutions are mixed with
a predetermined target vector (operation called “recombination”). Finally, each outcome of
the “recombination” is accepted for the next DE iteration if and only if it yields a reduction
in the objective function (this last operator is referred to as “selection”).

The freely available companion code of [44] was used to execute the DE algorithm with
the following specifications:

– Initial population: a population of 10× nv (where nv is the number of design variables)
candidate solutions is randomly spread over the design space.

– Number of iterations: 50.
– DE-stepsize: 0.8.
– Crossover probability: 0.8.
– Strategy: “DE/rand/1/bin”, which means that individuals randomly chosen from the pop-

ulation will undergo crossover using the “independent binomial experiments” scheme
[44].
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To increase the chance of success in the DE optimization, we run it four times and take
the best solution (in terms of expected improvement)—success of multiple independent opti-
mization was studied by [46].

5 Results and discussion

We first checked how well cross validation selects the surrogates to be paired with kriging.
Figure 5 gives box plots of both the cross validation root mean square error, P RE SSRM S

and the actual root mean square error eRM S (calculated with a dense grid) for all surrogates
for all test problems. For all test functions there is at least one surrogate that is as good as
kriging in terms of eRM S . For the Sasena function, Fig. 5a shows that the support vector
regression models with the polynomial kernel (variations of “svr-poly”) may outperform
kriging in terms of the eRM S . For Hartman3, Fig. 5b illustrates that kriging is comparable
to the radial basis neural network (“rbnn”). For Hartman6, Fig. 5c shows that most of the
surrogates are equally good, except for “svr-grbf-e-full” and “shep” that are just slightly less
accurate than the other surrogates.

Selection of the surrogates based on P RE SSRM S is almost the same as that based on
eRM S (which is not an option with expensive functions). Table 4 shows how the surrogates
rank according to overall performance. The agreement between the ranks given by eRM S

(error estimate based on test points) and P RE SSRM S (error estimate based on data set) for
Hartman3 and Hartman6 is better than for Sasena. The rank according to P RE SSRM S and
eRM S is the same for Hartman6. This means that most of the time the surrogates chosen to
assist kriging are the accurate ones.

Figure 6 shows the median of the optimization results out of the 100 experimental designs
for the traditional efficient global optimization (EGO) algorithm (running only with kriging)
and MSEGO (EGO assisted by multiple surrogates). Using multiple simulations per cycle
accelerates convergence. In fact, there is substantial improvement particularly for the Hart-
man6 function. There, using five surrogates for two cycles provides the same improvement
as using kriging alone for 14 cycles. For all cases, the more points added per cycle (i.e., more
surrogates), the faster the convergence. Unfortunately, the convergence rate does not scale
up with the number of points (or surrogates, for that matter). That is, the results using 5 and
10 surrogates are very comparable. This indicates that among the surrogates, probably only
few are contributing in each cycle. Because it is hard to detect a priori which surrogates are
important for MSEGO (after all, this choice is very problem dependent), we advise limiting
the number of points per cycle according to the computational capabilities.

Figure 7 shows box plots of the optimization results for the 100 experimental designs for
the traditional EGO (efficient global optimization algorithm running only with kriging) and
MSEGO (EGO assisted by nine surrogates) iteration by iteration. Cycle number 0 (initial
data set) locates the initial sample with respect to the range of values of the objective function
(which actually reflects how much room for improvement there is). For Sasena, that means
an average of 6 % (with maximum of about 17 %). For Hartman6, the average relative value
of the initial best sample is 40 % (with 78 % maximum). A benefit of using of multiple
surrogates is the reduced dispersion of the results. Due to parallel computation, in terms of
wall clock time, MSEGO takes only a fraction of the time a traditional EGO implementation
would need.

Using multiple points per cycle is mostly attractive when the main concern is the num-
ber of cycles rather than the total number of simulations. However, we also checked what
penalty is paid for accelerated time convergence by having to run more simulations. For that
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5 Box plots of P RE SSRM S and eRM S of surrogates for the test problems (over 100 experimental
designs). Data obtained with the initial experimental designs. For both Sasena and Hartman3, eRM S ranges
from 8 to 52 % of the response range. For Hartman6, the variation is from 8.5 to 70 %. In terms of predic-
tion, other surrogates might be just as good as kriging. Appendix C explains box plots. a Sasena, 12 points.
b Hartman3, 20 points. c Hartman6, 56 points

purpose, we compared the algorithms for a fixed number of total simulations rather than a
fixed number of cycles. Figure 8 shows the median over 100 experimental designs of the
optimization results with respect to number of function evaluations for EGO and MSEGO.
For Sasena, there is a substantial penalty in the number of function evaluations and for Hart-
man3 there is a significant penalty early on, but better final convergence. For Hartman6, the
multiple surrogate approach has a distinct advantage. Possibly in the six dimensional space,
where more exploration is needed, the diversity of the set of surrogates might present some
advantage.

6 Concluding remarks

We proposed the multiple surrogate efficient global optimization (MSEGO) algorithm, which
uses multiple surrogates to add several design sites at each cycle optimization cycle. MSE-
GO is a cheap alternative to adding multiple points in each EGO cycle based on single
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Table 4 Ranking of the surrogates according to median values (over 100 experimental designs) of
P RE SSRM S and eRM S

Test problem Rank P RE SSRM S eRM S

Sasena, 12 points 1 svr-poly-q svr-poly-e-full

2 svr-poly-e-full svr-poly-q

3 svr-poly-e-short rbnn

4 svr-grbf-q svr-poly-e-short

5 svr-grbf-e-short svr-grbf-e-short

6 krg shep

7 shep krg

8 rbnn svr-grbf-q

9 rbf svr-grbf-e-full

10 svr-grbf-e-full rbf

Hartman3, 20 points 1 rbnn rbnn

2 krg krg

3 svr-poly-e-short svr-poly-q

4 svr-grbf-q svr-poly-e-short

5 svr-poly-q svr-grbf-q

6 svr-grbf-e-short shep

7 shep svr-poly-e-full

8 svr-poly-e-full svr-grbf-e-short

9 rbf rbf

10 svr-grbf-e-full svr-grbf-e-full

Hartman6, 56 points 1 rbnn rbnn

2 svr-poly-q svr-poly-q

3 svr-poly-e-short svr-poly-e-short

4 krg krg

5 svr-grbf-q svr-grbf-q

6 svr-grbf-e-short svr-grbf-e-short

7 svr-poly-e-full svr-poly-e-full

8 rbf rbf

9 shep shep

10 svr-grbf-e-full svr-grbf-e-full

Data obtained with the initial experimental designs. P RE SSRM S satisfactorily ranks the surrogates

kriging model (computationally more expensive). Although MSEGO is feasible with multiple
instances of kriging, we chose to illustrate it with a diverse set of surrogates. Because some
of these surrogates did not provide uncertainty structure, we estimated the expected improve-
ment by importing uncertainty estimates from kriging.

Three algebraic and ten surrogates were used to to compare the traditional implementation
of EGO (only kriging) with MSEGO (multiple surrogates). We found that

– MSEGO reduced substantially the number of cycles required for convergence (even with
imported uncertainty structure; it is likely to do even better when other surrogates have
their own uncertainty models).
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 6 Median (over 100 experimental designs) of the optimization results as a function of the number of
cycles. More points per cycle (more surrogates) speeds up performance. a Sasena. b Hartman3. c Hartman6

– the penalty in terms of total number of function evaluations was substantial for one
of the three analytic examples, but for another MSEGO provided a substantial reduction
in the number of function evaluations and a very large reduction in the number of cycles.

As future research topic, we would like to explore how MSEGO can improve other strat-
egies for multiple points per cycle. We are particularly interested in the strategy based on the
probability of improvement using different targets. We understand that MSEGO addresses
the potential weakness that the mean of the kriging predictor is poor (e.g., due to a poor
choice of correlation function, or due to violation of the stationarity assumption). On the
other hand, setting multiple targets is a very practical way to address the potential weakness
that the variance of the kriging predictor is poor. We are very interested in coining a strategy
that combines the advantages of the two.
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Appendices

A Importing error estimates from another surrogate

There might exist many possible measures of the quality of the prediction variance. We fol-
low our previous work [47] and use the correlation between the absolute errors |e(x)| and
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 7 Box plot (over 100 experimental designs) of the optimization results as a function of the number of
cycles. Results of MSEGO are obtained with 10 surrogates. Again, MSEGO achieves better results than the
traditional EGO. Appendix C explains box plots. a Sasena, EGO. b Sasena, MSEGO. c Hartman3, EGO.
d Hartman3, MSEGO. e Hartman6, EGO. f Hartman6, MSEGO

the square root of the prediction variance s(x) at a large number of test points ptest

ρ = corr (|e(x)| , s(x)) , (10a)

e(x) = ŷ(x)− y(x). (10b)

ρ is not an indicator of accuracy of the surrogate model, but an indicator of how well
the prediction variance captures the spatial variation of the error. Figure 9a provides visual
information on how well the error magnitude agrees with the uncertainty estimates. We can
see that kriging uncertainty might not always be accurate. Figure 9b illustrates how well the
uncertainty estimate captures the variations of the error magnitude. For this case, we have
ρ = 0.91.

Ideally, points would lie on the dashed line. ρ approaching one does not mean that we
have good agreement between the magnitudes. ρ is one if the variation of s(x) is linear with
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 8 Median (over 100 experimental designs) of the optimization results with respect to the number of
evaluations. For a given improvement, multiple points per cycle may lead to more function evaluations in
some cases and to fewer in others. a Sasena. b Hartman3. c Hartman6

∣∣ŷK RG(x)− y(x)
∣∣ (no matter the slope). Figure 9b also shows a curious branching of the

uncertainty. We explain it by looking at the interval 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5. Figure 9a shows that s(x)
follows

∣∣ŷK RG(x)− y(x)
∣∣ very closely only from x = 0 to x = 0.235. As a consequence,

those points will appear much closer to the 45 deg line of Fig. 9b. Figure 9c shows the same
plot considering only 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5.

We propose importing uncertainty estimates from surrogates that share some common
aspects (e.g., interpolation of data points4). We illustrate the mechanism with a simple exam-
ple. Suppose that instances of kriging and support vector regression are built from four
points, as illustrated in Fig. 10a. The kriging model has a Gaussian correlation function and
a constant for the low frequency component (trend function). The support vector regression
model uses a Gaussian kernel function with ε = 0 for the ε-insensitive loss function. As a
result, both surrogates are interpolators. We propose combining the prediction of a model,
for example support vector regression, with the uncertainty estimate of another model, for
example kriging, as shown in Fig. 10b. Comparing Fig. 10c and a, we can see that the kriging
uncertainty performs just a little worse in estimating the errors in support vector regression
than in kriging itself.

We check next the correlation between the absolute errors of surrogate a and the square
root of the prediction variance imported from surrogate b (same principle as in Eq. 10a)

ρab = corr (|ea(x)| , sb(x))) . (11)

4 In early studies [47,32], we found that importation of uncertainty estimates might also work for non-inter-
polating surrogates. We found that polynomial response surface was very useful in providing uncertainty
estimates for support vector regression fitted with quadratic loss function, for example.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 9 Error estimation of the kriging model of Fig. 1 (200 points evenly spread between 0 and 1). s(x) is the
square root of the kriging prediction variance. In this case, we have ρ = 0.91. a Kriging uncertainty estimate
and prediction error. b Kriging uncertainty estimate versus prediction error. c Kriging uncertainty estimate
versus prediction error with 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5

Figure 10d illustrates what we would get for the support vector regression (counterpart of
Fig. 10b). While the kriging surrogate presents ρ = 0.91, the support vector regression model
has ρ = 0.83. That is, the kriging uncertainty structure captures very well the variations of
the support vector regression prediction errors. The interested reader is referred to [32] for
detailed study of the importation of uncertainty estimates.

B Surrogate accuracy and cross validation

When the response of interestψ is expensive to evaluate, we may approximate it by a cheaper
model ŷ(x) based on (i) assumptions on the nature of ψ , and (ii) on the observed values y at
a set of p data points called experimental design. More explicitly

ŷ(x) = y(x)+ ε(x), (12)

where x = [
x1 . . . xd

]T
is a real d-dimensional vector and ε(x) represents both the error of

approximation and measurement (random) errors.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 10 Importing uncertainty estimates (same data points as in Fig. 2). Although not based on the SVR
statistical assumptions, the KRG uncertainty estimate offers a reasonable replacement. Here we haveρ = 0.83.
a Kriging (KRG) and support vector regression (SVR) models fitted to five data points. b SVR and the square
root of prediction variance imported from KRG (in gray). c Square root of kriging prediction variance and
absolute error of SVR. d KRG uncertainty estimate versus SVR prediction error

The accuracy of a surrogate can be measured by the root mean square error

eRM S =
√

1

V

∫

D

(
ŷ(x)− y(x)

)2
dx, (13)

where V is the volume of the design domain D.
We compute eRM S by Monte Carlo integration at ptest test points5

eRM S =
√

1

ptest

∑ptest

i=1

(
ŷi − yi

)2
, (14)

where ŷi and yi are values of the surrogate prediction and actual simulation at the i th test
point, respectively.

5 In this paper, we generate test points using large Latin hypercube designs [43]. We detail this process
whenever necessary.
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Fig. 11 Cross validation error at
the second point of the
experimental design eX V 2
exemplified by fitting a kriging
model to p = 5 data points of the
function y(x) =
(6x − 2)2 × sin (2× (6x − 2))
[25]

Due to the computational cost of estimating eRM S , cross validation is often used as an
alternative for both assessing accuracy and surrogate selection [48,33]. It is attractive because
it does not depend on the statistical assumptions of a particular surrogate technique and it
does not require extra test points.6 Cross validation is a process of estimating errors by con-
structing the surrogate without some of the points and calculating the errors at these omitted
points. The process starts by dividing the set of p data points into k subsets. The surrogate
model is fit to all subsets except one, and error is computed for the omitted subset. This
is repeated for all subsets to produce a vector of cross validation errors eX V .7 Figure 11
illustrates the cross validation errors for a kriging surrogate. The root mean square error is
estimated from by the square root of P RE SS

P RE SSRM S =
√

1

p
eX V

T eX V . (15)

C Box plots

In a box plot, the box is defined by lines at the lower quartile (25 %), median (50 %), and
upper quartile (75 %) values. Lines extend from each end of the box and outliers show the
coverage of the rest of the data. Lines are plotted at a distance of 1.5 times the interquartile
range in each direction or the limit of the data, if the limit of the data falls within 1.5 times
the interquartile range. Outliers are data with values beyond the ends of the lines, marked by
a ‘+’ sign for each point.
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